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Abstract

W

ithin this thesis, the Computational Fluid Dynamics method Smoothed Par-

ticle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is applied to simulate bubble induced mixing in wastewater treatment plants for the first time. To do so, a new SPH multiphase algorithm
is presented that is especially designed to be very cheap in terms of computational
costs and solves the problem that air bubbles are only stable for a short time in SPH
and require a high resolution. The latter algorithm involves a novel coupling mechanism, a buoyancy model and an optional controller mechanism. A method to handle
multiphase-inflow into a hydrodynamic tank is realized, which is a novelty as this
topic is not described until now for the SPH methodology. In order to allow for mass
conservation in long-term simulations, a simple heuristic for degassing air bubbles at
the surface is proposed. To further improve the realism and computational efficiency
of the used wastewater treament plant model, particle refinement is studied and successfully applied to the inflow particles. Further enhancements include the implementation of the well known density correction called Moving Least Squares that allows
for a better behaviour near the surface and significantly delays a weak instability occurring in long-time simulations of hydrodynamic tanks by more than an order of
magnitude. It is shown that a different initialization process for tank-simulations improves not only the physical behaviour as well but reduces the initialization overhead
as well to a fraction of its previous workload.
All the previous methods are combined together and as a result the expected evolution
of two global vortices inside a tank is found. Therefore, this work successfully solves
one of the problems needed to overcome for computational modelling of wastewater
treatment plants with SPH in the future.
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1

Introduction
This chapter is devoted to the governing equations and their numerical treatment
using the so called method of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH). Next, the
multiphase methods and problems arising in SPH are reviewed and the application
area of SPH in Environmental Engineering is presented. Finally, the main problem
considered in this thesis is introduced and the proposed solution is outlined.

1.1

Equations of Fluid Mechanics

The most general and exact description of fluid motion is given by the Boltzmann
equation, which describes the evolution of each fluid particle, i.e. molecule. However,
the latter equation is impractical to solve and therefore the continuum limit is used to
derive the Navier Stokes equation. This limit involves the assumption that Newton’s
second law, which is only valid for point-particles, is still true if the fluid is treated
as a continuum. Therefore it is interesting to know that both the particle and the
continuum description of a fluid can be used as a starting point to derive a method
for computational fluid dynamics. In this thesis we will start from a continuous fluid
description and then outline the derivation of a particle based method.
The well known macroscopic equations (1.1) and (1.2) describe the conservation of
mass and momentum for a compressible, non-relativistic Newtonian fluid.
Continuity Equation:
Navier-Stokes Equation:

dρ
= −ρ∇ · v
dt
dv
1
ρ
= −∇ p + µ∇2 v + µ∇(∇ · v) + f
dt
3

1

(1.1)
(1.2)
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d
dt
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being the total derivative, density ρ, velocity v, pressure p, dynamic viscosity

µ and external force f, which is usually only the gravity ρg. In this thesis, thermal
properties of the fluid are not of interest and therefore no additional energy equation
is needed.

1.2

SPH Approximations

The SPH method is employed to solve the hydrodynamic equations numerically. Its
fundamental interpolation consists mainly of two approximations, which are shown
below.
Let us first denote an arbitrary scalar field as A and the Dirac delta distribution as δ.
Then the following identity holds with Ω being the whole physical space:
A(x, t) =

Z

Ω

A(x0 , t)δ(x − x0 )dx0

(1.3)

The first SPH approximation then consists in an approximation of the Dirac δ distribution by a so called kernel function W (|x − x0 |) as follows:
A(x, t) =

Z

Ω

A(x0 , t)δ(x − x0 )dx0 ≈

Z

Ω

A(x0 , t)W (|x − x0 |)dx0

(1.4)

In order for the approximation to be of first order, the conditions in eq. (1.5) need to
be fulfilled:
Z

Ω

0

Z

0

W (|x − x |)dx = 1

Ω

W (|x − x0 |)xdx0 = 0.

(1.5)

This can be seen by expanding A(x0 , t) around (x, t) into Taylor series (see e.g. Violeau
[2012]). It is possible to create kernel function of higher order but from the requirement
for second order that is given in eq. (1.6), it follows that the kernel function would
need to be negative at some point. But it will be shown later that the kernel function is
related to the density and therefore negative densities would then be possible. Hence
only kernels with a first order approximation are commonly used.
Z

Ω

W (|x − x0 |)x2 dx0 = 0.

(1.6)

Secondly, the integral in (1.4) is approximated by a finite sum
Z

Ω

A(x0 , t)W (|x − x0 |)dx0 ≈

2

∑ A(xj , t)W (|x − xj |)Vj
j

(1.7)
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with Vj being the volume of the j-th particle. This leads directly to the form of the
standard SPH interpolation formula by using the identity m j = ρ j · Vj :
A ( xi , t ) ≈

∑
j

mj
A(x j , t)W (|xi − x j |)
ρj

(1.8)

Thus a particle’s property is controlled by its surrounding neighbours as well albeit
the fluid is already approximated by particles. This is why smoothing is contained in
the naming of SPH. The kernel function W is chosen to have a compact support, i.e. it
has a cut-off radius, which allows for a computational speedup because then the sum
is taken only over the surrounding particles in a small neighbourhood. It is important
to know that eq. (1.8) is not the only SPH interpolation formula but different forms
can be derived using the divergence theorem (for more details see [Violeau, 2012]).

1.2.1

Kernels

Over the time a number of different kernels were developed for SPH but there is nothing such as the best kernel. One of the more popular kernels are the cubic and quintic
kernels with a compact support of 3h and the Wendland kernels that have only a compact support of 2h. Here, h denotes the smoothing length, which is equivalent to the
initial sampling distance sd at the start of a simulation. Most kernels are all shaped
like a Gaussian function and a reduction of the computational cost is more important
in the application area of this thesis. Therefore the Wendland kernel in eq. (1.9) is
chosen, which is computationally cheap but is also known to have certain beneficial
properties in comparison to other kernels such as a reduced tensile instability [Capone
et al., 2007], more accuracy [Macià et al., 2011] and reduced particle clumping [Martin Robinson, 2008]. A general definition and description of other kernels is given in
[Violeau, 2012].

W (q, h) :=

1.3
1.3.1





7
(1 + 2q)(1 − q/2)4 ,
4πh2


0,

0≤q≤2

q :=

2<q

|x|
h

(1.9)

Application of SPH to the Governing Equations
Continuity Equation

There are two ways how to handle continuity in SPH. The first one is to make use
of the SPH interpolation formula (1.8) itself and calculate the density ρi of the i-ith
3
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particle as:
ρi =

mj
ρ j W (|xi − x j |) =
ρj

∑
j

∑ m j Wij

(1.10)

j

Throughout this thesis, the subscript ij refers to the difference between the i-th and
j-th particle of a variable. The approach in eq. (1.10) has the disadvantage that the
density will be underestimated nearby the boundary which therefore introduces errors
in the later calculated pressure. It is generally not the preferred option for multiphase
simulations because the density would be smoothed too much near the interface.
The second possibility that is chosen in this thesis, is to use the continuity equation
(1.1) and integrate numerically using a SPH interpolation formula shown in eq. (1.11).
This approach improves the behaviour near the surface as the density is not determined directly by its neighbours but only its change.
dρi
= ρi ∑ Vj vij ∇Wij
dt
j

(1.11)

On the other hand, the numerical time integration produces oscillatory errors that
grow in time. Counteracting against that, it is common to re-initialize the density
after 20 to 50 integration steps for example using a so called Shepard filter, which is
of zeroth order accuracy. The first order method is known as Moving Least Squares
(MLS) and was not implemented in the used code before and is therefore explored for
the purpose of this thesis. A description of the filters and their beneficial properties is
given in chapter 2.2 and [Gomez-Gesteira et al., 2010].

1.3.2

Momentum Equation

The accurate solution of the Navier-Stokes equation (1.2) is crucial for every simulation and especially the numerical discretization of the pressure gradient plays an
important role. In order for the scheme to conserve physical properties such as momentum and energy, a Lagrangian is used for the derivation. An expression for the
resulting equation of motion is obtained by using the Euler-Lagrange equation, which
is a variational approach.
For single-phase simulations, the symmetrized expressions described in [Adami et al.,
2012] are used and simplified using the identity ν = µ/ρ with ν and µ being the
kinematic and dynamic viscosity, respectively.
dvi
=−
dt

Vi2 + Vj2
mi




ρ j pi + ρi p j
2νi ρi ρ j
vij · xij
∑  ρi + ρ j + ρi + ρ j ∇Wij − α ∑ m j h̄c̄ ρ̄x2 + 0.01h̄2 (1.12)
j
j
ij
| {z }
| {z }
|
{z
}
Pressure

Shear Forces

4

Artificial Viscosity
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Here, variables with a bar denote a variable’s average of the i-th and j-th particle. It is
common to add the artificial viscosity term to eq. (1.12) by varying the parameter α to
stabilize simulations and this term can be interpreted as a physical viscosity ν = αch/8
if the Wendland kernel is used [Monaghan and Gingold, 1983]. Artificial viscosity is
not used unless stated otherwise and should be avoided if possible. The gravitational
acceleration g = (0, −9.81)T m/s2 can simply be added to the right hand side of the

momentum eq. (1.12).

1.3.3

Pressure

Although the approximation of each variable will always vary in different SPH implementations, one usually refers to one of the two main types of SPH, which describe
the pressure calculation as this is the most challenging part. These two types are WCSPH (weakly compressible SPH) and ISPH/ICSPH (incompressible SPH). The latter
one solves a Poisson equation for the pressure to enforce incompressibility, is computationally more expensive but allows for larger time-steps. However, in this thesis the
WCSPH approach is used, which calculates the pressure using an analytic equation of
state (EOS), is therefore computationally very cheap but requires smaller time-steps.
A disadvantage of WCSPH is the introduction of an artificial speed of sound c that
controls the compressibility and thus the accuracy. It is not possible to make a statement, which of these two methods are better or faster as it depends on many factors
and requirements. However, [Hughes and Graham, 2010] conclude that "in the optimum configuration, WCSPH performs at least as well as ISPH, and in some respects
clearly performs better."
There are many different variations of the equation of state but a very popular one,
which is used in this thesis, is the one by [MacDonald, 1966],


ρ
p(ρ, ρ0 , c0 , γ, ) = p0 
ρ0

!γ



− 1

p0 : =

ρ0 c2
,
γ

(1.13)

where ρ0 denotes the reference density, c0 the reference speed of sound and γ the
polytropic exponent. It should be noted that the speed of sound is recalculated in
every step for every particle, but this value is only used for the determination of the
timestep according to the CFL-condition and not in the EOS. The speed of sound can
be calculated such that the fluid in a hydrostatic tank allows for a certain degree of
compressibility (for details see section 2.3).

5
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Time Integration

Owing to the use of the so called "Method of Lines", only spatial derivatives are discretized in SPH. This procedure yields an ordinary differential equation of second
order for each particle that has to be integrated in time. Therefore standard integration techniques apply and the second order Velocity-Verlet scheme shown in eq. (1.14)
is used, which is a trade-off between accuracy and computational efficiency.
 
∆t dv n
v
=v +
2
dt
∆t
xn+1/2 = xn + vn+1/2
2
 n+1/2
dρ
ρn+1 = ρn + ∆t
dt
∆t
xn+1 = xn+1/2 + vn+1/2
2
  n +1
∆t
dv
n +1
n+1/2
v
=v
+
2
dt
n+1/2

n

(1.14a)
(1.14b)
(1.14c)
(1.14d)
(1.14e)

The time step ∆t is mainly limited by the CFL-condition and is determined as follows:


∆t = min 0.25

1.3.5

h2

h
, 0.125 , 0.25
maxi (c) + maxi (|v|)
ν

s



h 
|g|

(1.15)

Boundary Conditions

The correct treatment of boundary conditions is still subject to ongoing research and
defined as one of the four grand challenges of the SPHERIC (SPH European Research
Interest Community). The approach used in this thesis is the one by [Adami et al.,
2012] that assigns an extrapolated velocity vw and pressure pw to virtual boundary
particles, which are allowed to move with a velocity vwall :
vw = 2vwall −

∑ j v j Wij
∑ j Wij

pw =

∑ j ( p j wij + g · xij ρ j Wij )
∑ j Wij

(1.16)

The virtual density ρv is calculated by inverting the EOS given in eq. (1.13). Note that
the sums are only taken over fluid particles in this case.

6
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Multiphase Flow in SPH

Although SPH intrinsically supports multiphase flow, a different discretization of the
pressure term needs to be used to produce stable results especially when dealing with
high density ratios. The smoothing of the density near the interface is the root of pressure oscillations that lead to erroneous results, which are well described by [Colagrossi
and Landrini, 2003]. A summary of present approaches to deal with high density ratios in SPH is given in [Meister and Rauch, 2014]. The currently used method is the
one by [Monaghan and Rafiee, 2013], who add an artificial repulsion term between
the phases to cure the instability occurring at high density ratios. Unfortunately, the
shear forces cannot be incorporated, which is a drawback of the present multiphase
formulation in SPH.

pi + p j
16νi νj vij xij
ρ − ρ0,Y
dvi
= ∑ −m j 
−
+ e 0,X
dt
ρi ρ j
|xij |h(νi ρi + νj ρ j
ρ0,X + ρ0,Y
j
| {z } |
{z
} |
{z
Pressure

Artificial Viscosity


pi + p j
∇Wij
ρi ρ j
}

(1.17)

Artificial Repulsion

Despite the fact that the empirical repulsion parameter e is originally recommended to
be 0.08 [Monaghan and Rafiee, 2013], [Meister and Rauch, 2015] report that the choice
of e = 0.075 is better suited for the simulation of air bubbles.
The calculation of the speed of sound in the second phase cY is done according to
[Colagrossi and Landrini, 2003],
cY = c X

r

ρ0,X γY
ρ0,Y γX

(1.18)

where P0 denotes the reference pressure of the liquid phase and the subscripts X and
Y denote the water, respectively the air phase.
Owing to the difficulties of traditional multiphase SPH methods, the approach of
decoupling the two phases is used for the purpose of this thesis, i.e. each phase is
calculated separately. The difficulty is then to find a suitable coupling which is not
trivial due to the requirements needed in this work.

1.5

SPH in Environmental Engineering

The SPH method itself was originally developed independently by [Gingold and Monaghan, 1977] and [Lucy, 1977] to solve the hydrodynamic equations for astrophysical
problems. Since the nineties, it was found that SPH can be succesfully applied to a
7
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vast range of other fields, namely vulcanology, ballistics, tsunami modelling and solid
mechanics. The Unit of Environmental Engineering at the University of Innsbruck is
the first one to explore the possibilities of applying SPH to problems in urban water
management. Currently available computational solutions to problems in the latter
area are summarized in [Sitzenfrei et al., 2014], which involves the recent application
of SPH to sewer modelling and wastewater treatment simulations as well. Present
research results in modelling aerated flows with SPH in the research area of the institute is given in [Meister and Rauch, 2015]. The latter publication and the research in
this thesis is part of the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics Activated Sludge Engine
(SPHASE) project1 that targets to simulate the hydrodynamics of wastewater treatment plants for the first time as currently used models such as [Henze et al., 2000] do
not account for the local hydrodynamics and attempts to do so using traditional Eulerian proved to be challenging as reported in [Wang et al., 2010] and [Moullec et al.,
2010]. The reason for that is the fact that Eulerian methods require a computationally expensive remeshing of the underlying grid if e.g. the geometry moves, which
complicates the biokinetic coupling. Therefore the Lagrangian method SPH is chosen
to overcome this difficulty because it facilitates a coupling to biokinetic models as the
concentrations carried by the particles can be exactly advected. However, the computational burden of the effects that need to be simulated using SPH, require that the
developed methods must be able to still work at a low resolution.

1.6

Problem Statement

As outlined in the abstract, the aim of this thesis is to simulate the mixing in a wasterwater treatment plant that is caused by swarms of rising air bubbles. The future
coupling of SPH to biokinetic processes will allow to predict the concentration of certain substances. Hence a good description of the local hydrodynamics has a positive
impact on the correct local biokinetic evolution and this is the reason why the effects
of bubble induced mixing needs to be accounted for.
The requirements and restrictions make the simulation of the latter effect difficult.
Due to the computational burden, the exact dynamics of the bubble swarm cannot be
resolved and thus a bubble swarm has to be represented by one bubble. Furthermore,
in order to simulate the system as a whole in a feasible time, the resolution has to be
chosen so big that already a couple of SPH particle are enough to account for the whole
air that is present in a treatment plant. This is due to the simplification of simulating
1 a more detailed description is given here: http://www.uibk.ac.at/umwelttechnik/research/
projects/shpase.html.en

8
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in two dimension instead of three in order to keep the computational demand low.
The problem is intensified by the fact that the present multiphase formulation of SPH
needs hundreds of SPH particles to describe an air bubble well because otherwise the
bubble will disperse after a short time as described in [Meister and Rauch, 2014]. As
a result, a relative increase in the number of air particles leads to an equal increase in
water particles in order to keep their ratio constant. Concluding, a simulation of the
bubble induced mixing effect would need a resolution that is infeasible in terms of
the required computational time. Therefore it is evident that the problem can only be
solved if an air bubble can be kept stable for the smallest amount of particles possible
and the size of air particles is reduced by using variable resolution, i.e. refinement.

9
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2

Improvements on the Simulation of
Hydrostatic Tanks
Although the simulation of a hydrostatic tank seems to be easy it is still challenging
to achieve long time stability as the particle spacing increases near the surface and
slowly decreases the accuracy of a simulation over time. Getting a simulation started
is not straightforward as well because the particles literally experience a small freefall period until they build up the expected hydrostatic pressure and thus the forces
need to be damped at the start of the simulation. Therefore a method is presented to
enhance the stability and accuracy of tank simulations and a way of initializing the
tank correctly that removes the need for damping the forces.

2.1

Hydrostatic Tank Test Case

Throughout this thesis, a hydrostatic tank is simulated and to allow for comparison
and consistency, the same geometry is always used. The tank has a width and height of
12.75 m and 6 m, respectively, which are realistic dimensions for wastewater treatment
plants. The sampling distance sd = h of SPH-particles is chosen to be 0.075 m and if
not mentioned otherwise, the artificial viscosity is set to zero and the speed of sound
is c = 35 m/s. The viscosity of water ν is set to 10−6 m2 /s and its polytropic coefficient
γ is 7.0.

10
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Moving Least Squares

In section 1.3.1, it is already mentioned that the density is reinitialized by applying
the Shepard filter of zeroth order every 25 time-steps to rectify the errors introduced
through the numerical integration of the continuity equation (1.1) and the lack of normalization near boundaries and free surfaces. The importance of density filters and
a thorough comparison for dam breaks on a dry and wet bed is given in [GomezGesteira et al., 2010], which is on the "State-of-the-art of classical SPH for free-surface
flows". It is decided to implement the first order correction, which means that linear density variations are recovered exactly. This correction is commonly known as
Moving Least Squares (MLS) and its name originates from the Least Squares interpolation method that minimizes the sum of the squared errors between the interpolating
function and the given data. In this case, the classical SPH-interpolant (1.8) is replaced with the Moving Least Squares interpolant given in [Lancaster and Salkauskas,
1981]. Loosely speaking, this approach applies a Galerkin method to approximate the
Lagrangian equations of motion similar to the finite element method, which is commonly used for simulations in Engineering. The MLS correction was developed for
SPH by [Dilts, 1999] and used successfully by e.g. [Colagrossi and Landrini, 2003]
for multiphase flow (although there is a typo in the formula of the later publication).
This density correction turns out to be very important for improving the long time
stability of a hydrodynamic tank and enhances the behaviour near the free surface. It
is computed as follows in two dimension s with x := ( x, z)T :
ρi =

∑ m j WjMLS

(2.1)

j

WjMLS = [ β 0 + β 1 ( xi − x j ) + β 2 (yi − y j ]
 
 
β
 1
1
 
−1  
β : =  β 1  = A · 0
A = ∑(m j /ρ j )Wj Ã
 
 
j
β2
0


1

( xi − x j )

( yi − y j )







Ã := ( xi − x j )
( x i − x j )2
(yi − y j )( xi − x j )


(yi − y j ) ( xi − x j )(yi − y j )
( y i − y j )2

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

The dimension of the matrix Ã determines the order of the correction, which is known
as variable rank MLS [Dilts, 1999]. For example a second order correction would
yield a 6×6 matrix. In this application, a first order correction is sufficient and has
the advantage that it is possible to compute the inverse of a 3×3 matrix analytically.
11
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However, a straightforward use of the presented formulas will not work in practice as
the matrix A can become singular for some particles in divergent flows and thus will
blow up the density correction. The idea of variable rank MLS is then to lower the
correction order for that specific particle. The zeroth order correction will never fail
because then Ã = 1 is reduced to a scalar.

2.2.1

Implementation Details

As the matrix A can become singular, a criterion must be found to detect singularity.
This topic is generally not discussed by other publications, but [Giuseppe Bilotta et al.,
2011] proposed to calculate the pseudo-inverse instead using singular value decomposition. A calculation of the condition number κ (A) := A−1 ·kAk, which is commonly
used in numerical mathematics, would also be possible but there exists no theory that

defines a singularity criterion for a certain condition number κ. The last two options
are omitted to keep the computational expense as low as possible and thus a much
simpler criterion is used. It is empirically found by us that a good test for singularity
is to check whether if det(A) < 10−16 . Using the determinant as a criterion has the
advantage that its calculation is already needed for the calculation of the inverse. It
is observed that singular matrices are rare and concern usually only a few particles
at one time. Thus, this cheaper option works fine as well. The threshold could be
lowered to 10−20 but it is kept a bit higher to provide more safety. An additional optimization uses the symmetry of Ã and therefore only 6 out of the 9 entries need to
be calculated as the inverse of a symmetric matrix is symmetric as well1 . Numerical
libraries such as the "BOOST" library to solve the linear system by using the so called
LU-decomposition are not used in this case as the analytical solution for the 3 × 3 with
the latter optimization turns out to be about twice as fast.

One important note should be made regarding the implementation in C++ because
the compiler is not able to inline the nested functions. Therefore it is found that the
calculated matrix entries should never be returned by the function itself but rather
passed into the function using a pointer. The latter reduction of overhead improves
the performance by an order of magnitude.

2.2.2

Results

It is shown in fig. 2.1 that the use of MLS has a significant impact on the quality of
a water tank simulation. However, the result of a weak instability occuring in tank
Let A be a symmetric matrix, i.e. AT =A. Then 1 = 1T = (A−1 A)T = AT (A−1 )T = A(A−1 )T .
Therefore it follows that A−1 = (A−1 )T . 
1 Proof:
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simulations, which can be seen in fig. 6.1(a) when MLS is not used, cannot be avoided
for longer simulation times as fig. 2.3 demonstrates. But this section outlined the procedure that needs to be undertaken if longer simulation times are needed and showed
that MLS improved the stability by more than an order of magnitude. Moreover the
MLS correction does not add any non-physical terms such as the artificial viscosity
used to improve stabilization and is thus the preferred method.
The weak instability in hydrodynamic tanks shown in fig. 6.1(a) leads to a disadvantageous particle spacing near the surface and to an overall reduction of pressure. As the
pressure profile is not smooth any more the overall accuracy in simulations is lost. A
typical evolution of the maximum pressure for long simulations is illustrated in figure
2.2. It can be observed that the initial oscillations are slowly damped and that the instability causes random pressure oscillations, which lead to a reduced mean pressure
in the end. However, the instability grows only slowly and thus the inaccuracy in a
tank simulation decreases continuosly in such a way although figure 2.2 suggests that
there might exist a starting point of a quickly growing instability.

Figure 2.2: The pressure oscillations are slowly damped but later on the start of an
instability can be clearly observed. The speed of sound was chosen to be c = 35.
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(a) Shepard Filter

(b) Moving Least Squares

Figure 2.1: Comparison of the hydrostatic tank defined in section 2.1 when using the
zero order (Shepard Filer) or first order (Moving Least Squares) density correction
scheme at time t = 700 s. The colour denotes the pressure ranging from zero to the
maximum expected analytic pressure.
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Figure 2.3: The simulation of the hydrostatic defined in section 2.1 shows not signs
of instabilities until time t = 5 000 s. Red denotes the maximum expected analytical
pressure

2.3

Hydrostatic Tank Initialization

It is common to damp external forces such as e.g. the gravitational force during a defined damping time tdamp at the start of a WCSPH simulation (see e.g. [Adami et al.,
2012]) to allow the particles to find their right pressure force because otherwise the
fluid structure gets disturbed so badly that the following simulation becomes useless.
This behaviour is due to the compressibility of WCSPH and it is actually the best pracp
tice to use the free-fall time as the damping time tdamp = 2h/|g| for a hydrostatic
p
tank of height h. The free-fall speed is v = 2|g|h and an analysis by [Morris et al.,

1997] shows that the compressibility is limited to 1 % if the speed of sound is chosen
p
as c = 10 maxi (vi ) and thus c = 10 2|g|h is a good choice. It is possible to lower the
speed of sound to speed up the simulation because the choice of the time-step ∆t us-

ing eq. (1.15) is mainly limited by the speed of sound for hydrostatic tanks. However,
the damping time should not be modified as it would lead to pressure oscillations of
high amplitude after the damping time that can even destroy the fluid structure.
The damping procedure leads to computational expenses at the start of every simulation because an inflow cannot start unless the pressure has built up. Furthermore a
small and weakly damped oscillation of the pressure still maintains after the damping time. It is shown in this thesis that the damping process can be avoided in tank
simulations by using a correct initialization and will yield much better results.
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Proposed Initialization Improvement

The simple idea is to calculate the pressure of the steady state solution for each fluid
particle as pi = hi ρ0 |g| with hi being the height of particle i in the tank. Then the

equation of state (1.13) is inverted to calculate the density of each fluid particle as
follows:
ρ i = ρ0

pi γ
1+
ρ0 c2

!1/γ

(2.5)

After this initialization the boundary method has to be called in order to extrapolate
the correct density and pressure onto the boundary particles. Using this initialization
process forces no longer need to be damped and the system finds its steady state in a
negligibly small time.

2.3.2

Results

The presented initialization method is applied to the hydrostatic tank defined in section 2.1 and a dam break scenario to demonstrate its enhancements.

2.3.2.1

Pressure in a Tank

Apart from removing the computational overhead of the physically unnecessary damping time, the presented method yields furthermore better steady-state results. This includes reduced pressure oscillations especially for low speeds of sound and is shown
in fig. 2.4. Additionally, the negative pressure, which commonly occurs near the surface in WCSPH simulations, is reduced. This is depicted in Figure 2.5. Moreover it
can be seen from the latter figure that the negative pressure is more stable and only
oscillates with a small but predictive amplitude. A typical long time behaviour is depicted in fig. 2.2 and shows that the oscillations obey only a weak damping and after
a certain time the instability starts to build up and results in the sedimentation effect
described in section 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.4: Pressure oscillation for different speeds of sound and methods. The
initilization method yields similar results for c = 108.5 as the damping method but
performs better for c = 35 as the amplitude of the oscillation is smaller. Oscillations
seem to be not cadenced sometimes but this effect is only due to the fact that the
maximum pressure of the system is plotted.

Figure 2.5: Comparison of smallest pressure in the system for different speeds of
sound and methods. The initialization method clearly outperforms the damping
method.
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Dam Break on a Dry Bed

The improvement of initializing a block of fluid with the correct hydrostatic pressure
can be observed even better when considering a dam break testcase. First of all, it is
obvious that the dam will already start to break before the pressure has fully build
up when the damping method is used and will thus behave physically wrong. This is
shown in fig. 2.6 for the testcase that is characterized now.
In order to allow for comparison with other simulations and experiments, the testcase
geometry defined in [Violeau, 2007] is chosen and is depicted in fig. 2.7. It simply
consists of a tank with width 4a and a water block with a height and width of 2a and
a, respectively, at the left side of the tank. The measured values are the maximum
height of the water block H (t) and the right front of the breaking dam X (t). To make
it invariant to the physical size, the variables are scaled according to eq. (2.6).2
t? := t

p

2g/H

X ? := X/a

H ? := H/(2a)

(2.6)

Figure 2.6: Dam break scenario at t = tdamp for the damping method. It is clear that
the required damping time is too long and therefore the dam already breakes before
the pressure has even fully built up. The colour denotes the pressure range with red
being the expected pressure of the dam at the bottom, which is clearly not reached.

The simulation is compared to previous simulation results and all of them use a = 1 m
although the reference experiment by [Koshizuka, 1996] used a = 14.6 cm. It is found
that the scale invariance can be neglected in this case and thus a = 1 m is chosen
2 It is worth noting that the definition (2.6) is defined wrongly in [Violeau, 2012] but correct in the
original publication [Violeau, 2007]
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to maintain consistency. The sampling distance is chosen to be 5 · 10−3 m after a
convergence analysis of the results.

Figure 2.7: Geoemtry of the dam break testcase. Source: [Violeau, 2012]

The results are shown in fig. 2.8 and compared to results from other authors in fig. 2.9.
From the former figure, it can be clearly seen that the initialization method is much
closer to the experimental results than the damping method and is thus the preferred
method. However, one might criticize that the variable X ? shown in fig. 2.8 does not
completely match the experimental data. But this can be explained by the fact that the
breaking front of the dam is not fully resolved, which can be seen in figure 2.6. Thus
the measured values for X ? will always be a bit ahead of the real front as the rightmost
SPH particle is measured, which can be a bit ahead of the real front due to a particle
collision. A comparison with other simulations approves this effect in fig 2.9.

Figure 2.8: Results of the dam break testcase for the damping and initialization
method compared to the experimental results of [Koshizuka, 1996].
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(a) MPS simulation (a method similar to SPH) by [Koshizuka,
1996].

Figure 2.9:

(b) SPH code SPHYSICS used by [Gomez-Gesteira
et al., 2010] for different discretizations.

Results obtained by different simulations and the experiment by
[Koshizuka, 1996].
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Coupled Multiphase Algorithm
Due to the difficulties in simulating high-density ratios with SPH, it is decided to
solve the equations of continuity and momentum for each phase independently. This
has the additional advantage that the more accurate single-phase discretization of the
momentum equation shown in eq. (1.12) can be used. However, the decoupling of
the phases implies that there is a need to account for their interaction. Although
previous work on coupling has already been done in SPH, the requirements for an
application to bubble induced mixing pose difficulties and are not met by previously
developed coupling schemes. The main reason is the need for a two-way coupling of
immiscible flow between a gas and a fluid. Immiscibility is required because otherwise
the problem would be reduced to a rising bubble problem, which does not include the
mixing of water. The latter one is of utmost importance because future work aims
at coupling SPH to biokinetic models to predict the evolution of certain chemical
concentrations in a treatment plant. Therefore the rising bubble should not just cause
some acceleration of the water particles but actually displace them while rising up.
The former was done e.g. by [Ihmsen et al., 2011] where the water tank was completely
filled with water, i.e. there was no void space for air bubbles and the air bubbles
just acted on the water as if they were in the background. Other work was done
by [Robinson et al., 2014] on coupling SPH with a DEM (discrete element method)
using physical drag forces, but only for the case of liquid-solid interactions in order
to simulate sedimentation processes. Recently, [Kwon and Monaghan, 2015] showed
that a coupling similar to the latter one is well suited for problems involving fluids
and heavier dust particles. In a nutshell, the difficulty is the handling of the strong
forces that are required for a coupling between a liquid and a gas.
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Coupling Force

The presented approach consists of several modifications of the heuristic drag force
used by [Ihmsen et al., 2011]. After testing various options the following coupling
force is proposed:
coupling

Fi

= Cd mi ∑
j

C p c j |xij |
Πij ∇W (xij , h)
ρi + ρ j

Πij =

vij · xij
| xij |2 + 0.01h2

(3.1)

where Cd is an empiric drag constant, C p a phase dependent scaling coefficient and
c j the artifical speed of sound in WCSPH of the phase belonging to particle j. The
coupling force in (3.1) is only applied between particles of different phase and if the
particle i and j approach each other, i.e. if vij · xij < 0.
In order to understand how the coupling works, it is useful to have a look at the phase
dependent factor C p . If the i-th particle is a water particle then the factor C p mainly
acts as a repulsive force to prevent the particle from penetrating the void air region.
It controls the interface distance and makes the displacement of water possible if the
bubble starts to rise. The drawback of this method is the creation of pressure waves,
which can be quite large (see fig. 5.4) and therefore the forces need to be damped at
the start of a simulation or when introduced via the inflow presented in chapter 5. If
the i-th particle is an air particle then the coupling provides a compressing force to
it in order to keep the air particles together as one stable bubble and allows for an
influence by the surrounding fluid. Thus the presented method relies on its ability to
displace the water particles when the air bubble moves and decelerate the air particles
in order to simulate a drag force. It is decided to empirically find the constant C p in
such a way that the air bubble will not rise due to buoyancy as explained in section
3.3:


C p,X = 3,
C p :=
C = 8,

p,Y

i-th particle belongs to the phase with higher density

(3.2)

i-th particle belongs to the phase with lower density

Finally, the drag constant Cd is actually the more important one as it has to make
the trade-off of being not too high to minimize the introduced errors and keeping
the interface sharp but being still big enough to guarantee a long-time stability of
the bubble. The choice of Cd mainly depends on factors such as e.g. the number
of supporting SPH neighbours or if the particles are refined. Good results can be
obtained for a range of Cd = 40 to Cd =100. For the proposed model with refinement
and a kernel with a support of 2 neighours for computational efficiency, Cd = 70 is
recommended. As a rule of thumb, the choice of 3 neighbours allows for a reduction
22
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of Cd by 20 and the use of refined particles increases it by 20. It should be noted that
the coupling force is proportional to the speed of sound c and therefore if c is changed
to either speed up the simulation or obtain more accuracy, Cd has to be changed
accordingly. The values described in this section are optimized for c = 0.5c1% , where
p
c1% = 10 2|g|h is the value for hydrostatic tanks as described in section 2.3 that
allows a maximum compressibility of 1%.

It is found that the optimum number of air particles for long-time stability of an
air bubble is four and that the algorithm performs poorly when less than 3 particles
represent one air bubble. A merging of bubbles is possible, but the use of much
more than four particles leads to bubbles that tend to form chains during their time
evolution. This is a result of the higher attractive force between the particles and is
the main reason why it is possible to keep bubbles with only a few particles stable in
contrast to traditional SPH-multiphase algorithms.

3.1.1

Influence by Flow

It is shown later that the presented coupling mechanism is capable of displacing the
water enough during the rise of an air bubbles and this influence is discussed in detail
in chapter 6. However, the question may be raised if the water phase can influence
the bubble in such a way such that for example a water wave is able to move the
air bubble and thus advect its biokinetic concentrations. For this purpose a test is
considered using an open channel flow with an inflow, which is described later in
chapter 5. An inflow column with a height of 0.4 m with a sampling distance of 0.02 m
is pushed into the scene at a speed of 0.9 m/s. The bottom inflow is positioned 2.6 m
right to the inflow-zone and works at an speed of 0.001 m/s to keep the influence of
the inflow as small as possible. The speed of sound is set to c = 28.0 m/s and the
artificial viscosity parameter is set to α = 0.3 to allow for a smooth pressure profile of
the water flow, which adopts a speed that is a bit lower than the inflow-rate.

3.1.1.1

Theory

The used open channel flow provides a velocity profile that is approximately constant
for practical purposes and thus removes the spacial dependency of a partial differential equation. Therefore an ordinary differential equation for the center of mass system
of the bubble is sufficient to describe the bubble motion. For high Reynolds numbers,
the main force that causes the bubble to catch up with the velocity vflow of the flow is
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Newton’s drag force.
dv
= −CNewton (v − vflow )2
dt

CNewton =

A
C ρ0
2 d

(3.3)

In this case we will use the simplification that the drag coefficient Cd , which is usually
a function of the Reynolds number Re(v), is constant. Then the analytical solution of
eq. (3.3) obtained by separation of variables is given by:
v(t) =

1 + CNewton tvflow − vflow C
CNewton t − C

(3.4)

Using the initial condition v(0) = 0 the integration constant is determined to be C =
1/vflow .
v(t) =

CNewton tvflow
CNewton t − 1/vflow

(3.5)

The idea is now to use Least Squares Fitting of the simulation data together with the
derived function given in eq. (3.5) to determine the unknown variables Cd and vflow .
Then the Reynolds number Re = vflow L/ν is estimated for the open channel flow and
from that the constant Cd is calculated using eq. 3.7.

3.1.1.2

Simulation Results

It is found that the used boundary method, which is described in section 1.3.5, is not
completely compatible with the decoupled algorithm. This is due to the fact that the
extrapolated pressure of the boundary particles includes both phases and thus causes
a much too big repulsive force on the air phase as it can be seen in fig. 3.1(b). The
latter repulsive force has a positive effect to make the inflow of air into a tank possible,
but disturbs the acceleration process in this testcase. A decoupling of the boundary
method was attempted but omitted as the results did not improve. However, the
important conclusion from the shown result in fig. 3.1 can still be made that the
air particles will move with the flow after a very short time and can thus transport
the important biokinetic concentrations, which is an important process of the bubble
induced mixing. The results of the simulation and the corresponding fit are shown
in fig. 3.2 and show that it is still possible to draw physical conclusion despite the
errors and noises caused by the boundary condition and inflow-method. It shows that
the air inflow is accelerated faster than when replaced by water, which is plausible
due the smaller density and thus mass of air. From the fit in fig. 3.2, the parameter
CNewton ≈ 26.2(4) is equivalent to a drag coefficient of Cd ≈ 2.6 according to eq. (3.3).

This coefficient might be a bit higher than expected but is not completely far off. A

detailed discussion of the expected drag coefficient is not possible as it can highly
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depend on many unknown factors at a high Reynolds number, which is estimated
to be approximately 3·106 , which would yield a value of Cd ≈ 0.5 using the simple

model in eq. (3.7). The more important conclusion is that the fitting model has a

high correlation coefficient R2 ≈ 0.95, which shows that the coupling model yields
reasonably physical results.

(a) Scene shortly before the 4 boundary-inflow particles
are converted into air particles at time t = 20.0.

(b) The 4 air particles at the bottom can be identified by
their lower pressure (time t = 20.0851).

Figure 3.1: Influence of an open channel flow coming from the left side. The particles,
which are on top of the inflow particles in subfigure (a), are still the same in subfigure
(b) as the acceleration is so fast.
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Quest for a Physical Coupling Model

Although the proposed coupling force in eq. (3.1) is related to the artificial viscosity
(see subsection 1.3.2), which can be interpreted as a physical viscosity, it does not seem
to be very physically at first glance. Therefore it was attempted to use physical laws
for the coupling force. The idea was to follow the approach of [Robinson et al., 2014]
who used a two-way coupled mesoscale coupling for the simulation of sedimentation
problems. In this algorithm, the fluids are evolved using SPH and the sedimentation
particles using the discrete element method. The coupling force on the i-th particle is
given in eq. (3.6), where the sum is taken only over particles j, which do not belong to
the phase of the i-th particle.
fi = −

mi
ρi

f

∑ Sdj Wij

Si : =

∑
j

j

mj
Wij
ρj

(3.6)

The drag force fd is calculated using Newton’s drag law in eq. (3.7) and the particle
Reynolds number Re p = d|v|/ν with d being the particle diameter. A plot of the latter
model is shown in figure 3.7.

A
fd = Cd ( Re)ρ j |vi |vi
2

Cd ( Re) = (0.63 + 4.8

q

Re p )2

(3.7)

However, after the implementation of this coupling model, it is found that it is not

Figure 3.3: Drag coefficient model Cd in eq. (3.7)

well suited for liquid-gas interactions as the resulting forces are too small in order to
allow for immiscible flow and had to be scaled up. This scaling results then in forces
that are quite high for the gaseous phase and thus require a decrease of the timestep
26
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∆t to keep the simulations stable, an effect that is described in [Robinson et al., 2014]
as well. Furthermore it turns out that the stability of air bubbles is not improved and
thus this approach is ceased to use.

3.3

Buoyancy Forces

One of the key characteristics in modelling air bubbles is certainly their buoyancy,
which can be explained by Archimedes principle. Thus the buoyancy force is equal
to the weight of the displaced fluid, i.e. the difference in density times the volume of
the immersed body. Another simplified way of looking at buoyancy is the pressure
difference between the top and the bottom of the body. The latter analogy is actually
better because in multiphase SPH the pressure gradient provides the buoyancy but is
on the other hand the root of all evil and led to the decision of decoupling the two
phases. It is noteworthy that the coupling force (3.1) will result in buoyant forces that
are coincidentally similar to the expected ones for the quintic kernel with a compact
support of 3h. Furthermore this choice has the advantage that no special degassing
phase is needed as explained in section 3.4. However, this option is omitted as the
computational expense has priority for the application area considered in this thesis
and thus the Wendland kernel (1.9) is used, which has a compact support of 2h. Therefore the buoyancy effect is lost due to this choice and needs to be accounted for. In
the following subsections a general buoyancy model for air bubbles and a controller
model for bubble swarms are presented.

3.3.1

Buoyancy Models

In order to recover buoyancy, it is necessary to understand how the force can be calculated using the SPH formalism. As a test case, a bubble is simulated using multiphase
SPH and the aim is to prevent the bubble from rising by subtracting the buoyancy
force. The first trial is shown in eq. (3.8).
Fi,b1 =

1 mj
(ρi − ρ j )gWij
ρj

∑ Sj
j

(3.8)

The scaling factor S J is given by eq. (3.9) and is computed for every particle, whereas
the sum goes only over particles of the other phase.
Si =

∑
j

27

mj
Wij
ρj

(3.9)
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However, the latter model in (3.8) is not perfect. It needs a manual scaling of the
force by roughly 30% and this scaling does not just depend on the bubble size. Long
story short, eq. (3.8) is not a force that can be generally applied in order to prevent
a bubble from rising. Thus it is not a good model for buoyancy, despite the use of
SPH-formalism.
Fortunately a simpler and better solution can be found. At first it seems to be too
trivial, but actually the buoyancy force given in eq. (3.10) turned out to be very precise
and worked surprisingly well although it does not use SPH formalism at all.
Fb,2 = (ρ0,X − ρ0,Y ) · g

(3.10)

A drawback of eq. (3.10) is the fact that the coupling force already provides some
buoyant force, which depends on the number of neighbours and the physical problem
size. To resolve this issue, it is decided to use a so called PI (proportional-integral)
controller to predetermine the final velocity of a bubble. This might seem to be very
non-physical at first glance, therefore it is good to look back at the problem of bubble
induced mixing in wastewater treatment. The problem that was not discussed until
now is the fact that the resolution in SPH is limited by the computational burden and
therefore it was never the aim to simulate all the air bubbles in a treatment plant but to
represent the behaviour of a bubble swarm by a few SPH particles that form a bubble.
As the question of the rising velocity of such a simplified bubble swarm model is
still open, the presented buoyancy-controller allows for flexibility and is therefore not
restricted to a certain buoyancy model.

3.3.2

Buoyancy Control

The presented buoyancy model in eq. (3.10) is a good starting point to achieve a realistic rising speed. However, for practical purposes it might be of interest to vary the
rising speed. A simple way to do so, is multiplying the buoyancy force by a scaling
factor but this procedure has the disadvantage that the rising velocity will not scale
linearly with that factor. As the targeted user group is an engineer, it would actually
be practical to just pass the rising velocity as an input. Therefore it is attempted to
control the rising velocity using a PI (proportional-integral) controller. The basic idea
is to apply additional force to the bubble as a whole. This force is proportional to the
difference between actual and the target velocity and the integral of the latter difference over time. Using such a controller has the disadvantage that the determination
of the controller constants is not trivial and specific to the considered simulation.
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However, this approach is tested and it is found that it is possible to control the rising
speed. But as the velocity of a rising bubble can be quite oscillatory, the velocity has to
be averaged over 50 timesteps to calculate the needed forces to control the buoyancy.
Results are shown and discussed in section 6.1 with the choice of 2 000 and 500 for the
proportional and integral constant of the controller, respectively.

3.4

Degassing Algorithm

The air surrounding a hydrodynamic tank is not explicitly modelled in order to keep
the computational cost low and therefore a heuristic is needed for handling bubbles
that reach the surface. In reality, air bubbles will float for a short time on the water’s surface until they burst and leave into the atmosphere. The presented coupling
algorithm in section 3.1 allows the particles to float on the surface but the addition
of further buoyant forces as described in section 3.3 cause problems once a bubble
reaches the surface. Especially the simple buoyancy model presented in subsection
3.3.1, which adds a constant force, makes the need for this clear. The problem is because the bubble’s acceleration suddenly increases quickly before it has even reached
the surface and will create a void region behind the bubble. This is due to the fact that
there are less particles over the bubble near the surface that can provide resistance by
their inertia. But even if the force is controlled to allow for constant rising speed as in
subsection 3.3.2, the bubble will create a water splash when it leaves the water surface.
A simple solution to the described problems is to disable the buoyant forces as the
bubble comes closer to the surface and declare them as a degassing particle. Using
this approach leads to a smooth decrease of the bubble’s velocity and it will start
to float on the surface of the water. In order to avoid unsteady accelerations all the
particles of a bubble are declared as degassing particles once one of these particles has
reached the defined threshold. The definition of this threshold can vary depending on
the application but usually it works well to assign the state of degassing to a bubble
once it is less than 10 times the smoothing length h away from the water surface, which
can be defined by the user as e.g. the initial height of the water column.
In order to keep the amount of air in a system of constant inflow rate at the same level,
the bubble needs to be deleted. This is achieved by tracking the number of neighbours
within the compact support of degassing particles. Once it reaches a threshold the
particle will be deleted and as a chain reaction the other bubble particles will be be
deleted soon after. For a compact support of 2h, the threshold is set at 9 neighbours
and for the case of 3h it is 20 neighbours. This is a heuristic and can be varied a bit.
For example a small decrease in the threshold will increase the floating time.
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Particle Refinement
Adaptivity in SPH is declared as one of the four grand challenges by the international
SPHERIC (SPH European Research Interest Community) group, is still not fully developed and thus subject to ongoing research. Similar to the method of using a variable
smoothing length, it is intended for situations that need a locally varying resolution in
space for a short time to gain more accuracy when it is needed. Thus methods to introduce new and merge old particles automatically are needed but proved to be difficult.
Existing methods to achieve variable resolution in SPH methods are based on e.g. a
particle insertion/removal technique [Lastiwka et al., 2005]. However, recent developments suggest to use a splitting and coalescing scheme [Feldman and Bonet, 2007].
The latter publication is the basis of modern adaptivity in SPH as it presents a scheme
that conserves not just both mass and momentum but focuses on the minimisation of
the refinement error in the density summation as well.
One of the main limiting factors of the problem considered in this thesis is the small
ratio of air to water. Hence the major speedup is obtained by refining only the air
particles. This is the reason why only the splitting process is considered in this work,
which is applied to the air particles upon their introduction via the inflow presented
in chapter 5. The difficulty is to find a suitable splitting pattern and adaption of
the SPH algorithm in order to deal with refined particles. Therefore, the error introduced by splitting is studied first but it will be shown that the algorithmic treatment
is much more important for this application.The research outcome is somewhat split
into halved. The first part that focuses on the refinement error is an extension of previous work and is generally applicable to SPH. It is submitted as an abstract, which
is attached in Appendix A and is accepted for a full paper. However, it turns out that
the studied splitting scheme of the first part is not perfectly suitable to the problem
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considered in this work and therefore the second part focuses on the more important
algorithmic adaptions using a different splitting scheme.

4.1

Refinement Error

Although most papers aim to minimize the density refinement error, the density summation is often replaced in modern SPH codes by a numerical integration of the continuity equation as described in section 1.3.1. Therefore the solution of the continuity
and momentum equation do not require the kernel itself but its gradient. For the SPH
algorithm used in this work, the kernel is only needed for the boundary condition
(see section 1.3.5) and the "Moving Least Squares" correction (see section 2.2), which
is only applied every 25 timesteps. Hence, it makes sense to focus rather on the error
of the kernel gradient that has so far only been discussed in [Reyes López et al., 2013].
In this thesis it is shown that the results from previous publication can be improved
and that the parameter space of the refinement parameters obeys a certain structure.
Therefore a review is given to understand the implications and novelty of the research
in this work.

4.1.1

Introduction

The L2 norm is used as a measure for the refinement error and the cubic kernel is
chosen in order to allow for comparison of results. In the case of the continuity sum-

mation , the global error e? after the refinement of the N-th particle into M daughter
particle is:

e? : =

=

Z





Z 

N −1

∑

mi Wi + m N WN

i =0
M

2

!

N −1

−∑

m N WN − ∑ m j Wj  dx
j =0



i =0

 2

mi Wi + ∑ m j Wj  dx =
M

j =0

(4.1)

In recent publications the procedure of [Feldman and Bonet, 2007] is followed, who
analytically square the expression in the integral (4.1) and then end up with M2 + M +
1 integrals. This is unnecessary in terms of computational efficiency as the integration
is carried out numerically and the results are of course the same, if the integral (4.1) is
evaluated directly instead of splitting it into multiple integrals. However, it is useful to
follow the approach of [Feldman and Bonet, 2007] for theoretical purposes as it shows
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that the minimization problem is independent of the initial mass m N = m j /λ j :


e? = m2N 

Z

M

2
WN
dx − 2 ∑ λ j
j =0

Z

M

WN Wj dx +

∑

λ j λk

j,k =0

Z

:= m2N (C̄ − 2λT b̄ + λT Q̄λ) := m2N ek?



Wj Wk dx

(4.2)
(4.3)

The procedure is then to find the minimal error of the kernel ek? by varying the refinement parameters (α, e) described in the next subsection 4.1.2 and optimizing the
mass distribution of the refined particles λ j = m N /m j together with the constraint
∑ j λ j = 1.
However, the described approach, which is commonly taken in recent publications, is
not necessary. It can be seen much easier that the global error is independent of the
initial mass m N by pulling this factor m N out of the square brackets in eq. (4.1):
e? = m2N

Z

M

WN − ∑ λ j Wj
j =0

!2

dx =: m2N ek?

(4.4)

This remark shows that only one integral needs to be computed.
The novelty in this work consists now in an improved method to minimize the kernel
error and additionally the gradient error is subject to research as well. Motivated from
the definition of the refinement error of the kernel (4.4), the error of the gradient is
defined using the maximum norm as follows:
eg?

4.1.2

:=

Z

M

∇ x WN − ∑ λ j ∇ x Wj
j =0

!2

dx

(4.5)

Optimization

It is decided to use [MATLAB, 2011] for the numerical evaluations as it contains well
tested integration and optimization routines. The errors ek? and eg? are calculated using
the function "quad2d" with an absolute tolerance of 10−8 and the the function "fminsearch" is used for the optimization problem. It is decided to analyse the commonly
used hexagonal refinement pattern shown in figure 6.5. The refinements parameters
α and e are defined as the scaling of the smoothing length h̃ = αh of the split particles
and the distance eh of the outer split particles to the central one.
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Figure 4.1: Visualisation of the refinement parameters α, respectively e and the
hexagonal splitting pattern into 7 particles. Source: [Vacondio et al., 2013]

In contrast to previous research, it is decided to use a uniform mass distribution, i.e.
λ j = 1/M, instead of optimizing this parameter as well. One reason is the obvious fact
that it is not physical to have particles with a different mass, but the same smoothing
length. Secondly, it is observed that an attempt in optimizing the mass distribution
is likely to result in local minima or non-physical values such as negative values.
However, a scan through the parameter space reveals a certain structure and that
a function α(e) can exist as shown in figure 4.2. Therefore it is decided to fix the
parameter α and then find the optimal parameter e. Applying this procedure yields
small refinement errors as it can be seen in fig. 4.3. We improved the refinement error
of the kernel as the smallest reported value for this specific kernel splitting was by
today 1.76 × 10−5 Vacondio and Stansby [2012].

(a) Kernel

(b) Gradient

Figure 4.2: Heatmap showing the log10 of the refinement error caused by splitting
measured in the L2 norm. It is clear that a function f (α) must exist that yields the
optimal value of e for a minimal refinement error.
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(a) The optimal refinement α has be chosen differently (b) Refinement error in the L2 norm for the optimised
for the kernel and gradient in order to achieve the best parameter α(e) shown in Fig. 4.3(a)
results as shown on the left in Fig. 4.3(a)

Figure 4.3: Optimized refinement parameters and their corresponding error for the
hexagonal splitting pattern with uniform mass distribution using the cubic kernel.

4.2

Required Algorithmic Adaptions

The introduction of refined particles requires a change in the algorithmic treatment
of the SPH equations. This is mainly due to the different smoothing length of the
new particles, which consequently changes the gradient and requires a treatment of
particles belonging to different smoothing lengths. Therefore it is good to recap how
the gradient is calculated from scratch:

∇W (xij , hi ) =

∂W (xij , hi )
∂W (xij , hi ) xij
+
∇ hi
∂r
|xij |
∂h

(4.6)

Since the smoothing variable h is not constant any more now, the ∇hi term in eq. (4.6)

is no longer zero. Despite the need for adaption it is reported by [Price, 2004] that

"the inclusion of the ∇hi term was attempted but as it is complicated to implement, it
is generally not adopted by the SPH community". However, [Springel and Hernquist,
2002] showed that it is possible to include the latter term in the equations of motion
using Lagrangian multipliers. The latter approach was used by [Price, 2004] and it
is reported that it lacks consistency in normalisation even for the case of constant
smoothing length. Further advances on the theory about the inclusion of the ∇hi term

were made by [Bonet and Rodríguez-Paz, 2005], which is considered to be the state of
the art theory by now.
Practically speaking, other adoptions are used to partly compensate for the missing

∇hi term and handle the interaction between particles of different smoothing lengths,

but most of them are not conservative. As there is no consent on which one is better
and refinement is not yet applied to SPH simulations with high density ratios, the
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following approaches are all tested using traditional multiphase SPH. Firstly, one can
use symmetrized kernels W̃ = [W (hi ) + W (h j )]/2 and thus their gradients ∇W̃ =

[∇W (hi ) + ∇W (h j )]/2 as used by [Hernquist and Katz, 1989] or the more popular

symmetrized smoothing lengths h̃ = (hi + h j )/2 as used for example by [Reyes López
et al., 2013]. The symmetrized kernels turn out to be not a good choice as it results
in a bad interface sharpness leading to the effect that air particles literally escape into
the small void regions between water particles. However, the symmetrized smoothing
length turns out to work well when using high-density ratios. Further possibilities
include other symmetrizations such as

2hi h j
hi + h j

or

2W (hi )W (h j )
.
W (hi )+W (h j )

The latter one led to an

instability and the former one worked quite well but the results were less physical than
when the average smoothing length (hi + h j )/2. Modern variants of adaptivity in SPH
use a mix of different symmetrizations for each variable and a newly derived pressure
gradient using the Euler-Lagrange equations that conserve at least momentum when
using a variable smoothing length [Vacondio et al., 2013]. The latter discretization was
tried but is not well suited to simulations involving high density ratios although the
pressure gradient simplifies to the one used in the standard SPH-multiphase algorithm
[Monaghan and Rafiee, 2013] for the case of constant smoothing length.
After applying the refinement pattern discussed in the previous chapter, it is found
that it is not well suited for the standard multiphase algorithm as the values for α are
too high and result in a clumping instability described by [Reyes López et al., 2013],
which is a similar to the tensile instability summarized in [Monaghan, 2000]. Secondly,
the refinement pattern can causes problems with the inflow described in chapter 5
when using the presented decoupled multiphase algorithm because the particles can
tend to stick to the boundary particles. Therefore it is decided to use the square
refinement pattern by [Reyes López et al., 2013] that does not have a central particle
and splits into M = 4 particles. The latter pattern, which is extensively discussed
and reviewed in [Barcarolo et al., 2014]. It is found by us that the parameters (α, e) =

(0.5, 0.25) work best for the decoupled as well as the standard multiphase algorithm
and the splitting can be seen in fig. 5.3.
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Handling of Inflows
In order to simulate the aeration induced mixing in reactors, one needs to find a way
to introduce air particles into a tank. Due to mass conversation, it is not possible to
just convert a water particle into an air particle. In reality air is provided by an inflow
at the bottom of the tank. Thus it makes sense to implement it in the same way in
SPH. The treatment of non-trivial inflowof air into a hydrodynamic tank, i.e. inflow
that will not be just added on top of the tank, has not been described yet for SPH and
therefore this work will be the first to do so.

5.0.1

Attempted Inflow Models

A successful inflow method for single-phase fluids was realised by Michael Meister
by pushing particles from a tank underneath the main tank into it by compressing the
the former tank. Unfortunately the handling of air-inflow is much more challenging
as the water would simply supplant the air below.
One of the first attempts in realising a multiphase inflow would be to replace a region
of boundary particles with air particles already at the start of a simulation and push
them into the tank by prescribing a fixed velocity (this method was originally tried
by Michael Meister). However, the latter approach suffers from drawbacks and is not
well suited for an inflow of air into a tank with a high water column. It requires an
assignment of a high pressure to the inflow particles in order to push them further
into the tank because once the particles are fully immersed inside the tank region,
the velocity is not prescribed any more. Secondly, when using traditional coupled
multiphase SPH, the air particles will not move any further into the tank and will just
stay at the bottom and accumulate. The main reason for this is the fact that the air
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particles do not experience a buoyant force in the traditional multiphase algorithm
as the boundary particles only provide enough pressure in order to prevent particles
from penetrating the boundary and hence the pressure force from the air particles
must be higher than the one from the water tank. Thus it is evident that this method
performs bad and quickly fails for higher water tanks.
This behaviour changes with the usage of the proposed decoupling algorithm as buoyancy is intrinsically provided. But it shows that there are still other problems to be
solved. For example it is difficult for the inflow-stream to detach a bunch of particles
in order to form separate air bubbles. Furthermore this process can only be controlled
via the inflow-speed itself. Therefore a new way of handling inflow is presented in
the following paragraph.

5.0.2

Inflow Model

In order to resolve the problems with the previously described inflow-model, it is
decided to push the boundary particles themselves into the tank region as depicted
in figure 5.2. This allows for a very smooth displacement of the water particles and
therefore to free space for the air particles. Once a line segment of boundary particles
is fully immersed inside the tank (fig. 5.2(b)), it is then converted into an air particle
(fig. 5.2(c)). However, this will still lead to a pressure wave that is big enough to destroy the fluid structure and thus the simulation. Hence, a transition time was defined
in order to slowly introduce the change. During that time, the pressure and coupling
forces are damped similar to the gravity force at the start of a WCSPH simulation
as described in [Adami et al., 2012]. In order to make this work the transition time
should not be too long and the damping function must provide enough force at the
start of the transition period. The proposed damping function f transition damping for this
purpose is defined in eq. (5.1). Its modifications include a different damping time
ttransition and an allowance of already 30% of the force instead of 0% at the start. Both
modifications are really necessary because otherwise the introduced pressure wave is
big enough to destroy the whole fluid structure and therefore the simulation
f transition damping = 0.35 · sin

"

t − tstart
1
− +
2 ttransition

 #
π + 0.65;

(5.1)

By numerical experiments, it is found that a relationship between the damping time
of gravity tdamping and the transition time ttransition = α · tdamping works well as it scales

with the physical size of the hydrodynamic tank. The latter parameter α scales the
transition time until 100% of the force is applied and a good value is α = 1/10. There
will still be a small shock wave due to the introduction of a new particle, but it is
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Figure 5.1: Damping factor f transition damping applied to the pressure force for tstart = 0
w.l.o.g. when new inflow particles are introduced

much smaller as it can be seen in fig. 5.4. The application of refinement as presented
in chapter 4 will change the inflow procedure by pushing only one instead of four
particles into the tank as this particle will be refined to 4 smaller particles during its
introduction as it is shown in fig. 5.3.

(a) t = 0 or t = tdamp

(b) The boundaries move with constant speed into the tank geometry
and thus displace the water particles smoothly

(c) Conversion of boundary particles into air-particles and creation
of new boundary particles at the
bottom

Figure 5.2: Inflow Algorithm: Only line-elements of four boundary-particles are
pushed into the tank and converted line by line. Black particles represent boundary
particles, blue ones are water particles and red represents air particles.
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Figure 5.3: Inflow using refinement. Only one boundary particle is pushed into the
tank and then split into 4 air-particles. It can be seen that one boundary particles
displaces the water particles less efficient than four compared to fig. 5.2 but the
distance to the newly introduced particles is still suffiecient to allow for a smooth
transition.

Figure 5.4: Inflow shock
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Results
The previous chapters presented methods that can be used independently but they
are all designed with the intention of using them all together in the grand finale now.
This chapter finally reveals that all the effort is worthwhile to realize a simulation that
captures the effect of bubble induced mixing at an affordable computational cost. The
test reactor defined in section 2.1 is used together with a bottom inflow in the centre
with an inflow speed of 0.02 m/s, which means that a refined bubble consisting of 4
particles is introduced via the inflow every 3.75 s. No artificial viscosity is used and
the speed of sound is set to c0 = 35 m/s.
The results of applying the presented multiphase algorithm including the inflow, degassing, refinement and buoyancy model (3.10) are shown and discussed. To highlight the significance of using the presented methods altogether, methods are partly
exchanged by simpler models or left out.

6.1

Presented Multiphase Algorithm

Although the presented coupling force can certainly be a point of criticism in terms
of physical accuracy, its influence on the water phase comprises a very important
property that actually leads to the success of the method. This can be seen by looking
at the time evolution of the velocity field inside the test reactor in fig. 6.1. The influence
of the first two rising air bubbles on the water is quite local in subfigure 6.1(a) but it
is noticeable that the air column above the air bubble is literally pushed upwards.
Proceeding to subfigures 6.1(b) and 6.1(c), it can be seen that after the rise of some
bubbles, a global vorticity is developed. This effect is caused by the water particles
that are pushed to the top due to the rising bubble and then consequently lead to two
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water waves that propagate to the left and right. As the next air bubble is introduced
via the inflow shortly before the current one degausses due to the used inflow-speed,
a constant velocity field above the inflow that points upwards, is created. Thus the
system is similar to a "whirlpool", which leads to the effect that the water is pushed
back to the bottom due to attraction caused by the inflow.
That all the presented methods presented in this thesis are needed and not just the
coupling algorithm, is shown in fig. 6.2. In this case, only a Shepard filter is used
instead of the proposed Moving Least Squares method and as a result of that the
instability in the tank appears even earlier and consequently no global vorticity can
develop as the errors are too big.

Figure 6.2: Failure when not using the Moving Least Squares correction at time
t = 95 s. The maximum fluid pressure is halfed and the increased particle spacing
near the surface destroys the simulation details and thus no vorticity caused by the
rising bubble is developed.

The rising speed of an air bubble is exemplarily depicted in fig. 6.3 and it can be
seen that the speed is quite oscillatory. Furthermore a rise in speed is evident before
the bubble degasses, which makes it more clear, why the added buoyant force (3.10)
needs to be deactivated shortly before the bubble reaches the surface as described in
section 3.4. The average velocity excluding the degassing-phase is determined to be
0.233 with a standard deviation of 0.144.
If the rising speeds needs to be changed as the air bubble actually represents a bubble
swarm, the engineering approach described in section 3.3.2 can be used. This method
uses a proportional-integral controller to enforce a user-defined rising speed. The
result of requesting a high rising speed of 1.0 m/s, is shown in fig. 6.3. If the time of
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(a) The first two bubbles rise and their influence is mainly local but it can be seen clearly that
the water column above the bubble is pushed upwards. Time t = 10 s.

(b) After some bubbles a vorticity develops because the water columns that are pushed to the
top lead to 2 waves that propagate to the boundaries. Time t = 27 s.

(c) Fully developed vorticity field due to the constant inflow that requires the water particles
to flow back to the bottom. Time t = 64 s.

Figure 6.1: Evolution of the velocity field caused by constantly rising bubbles, which
are drawn in red. The water particles are not shown for simplicity as their distribution
is regular and the pressure profile correct.
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the inflow transition period is excluded, during which the controller is not applied,
then the average speed is 1.0088 m/s with a standard deviation of 0.156 m/s, which
shows that the controller is less oscillatory than constantly applying the buoyant force
(3.10).
Finally, fig. 6.5 shows that the bubble performs some horizontal movements during
its rise, which is seen in experiments such as e.g. [Meister and Rauch, 2015] as well.

(a) The rising speed is highly oscillatory and this plot
shows the its evolution had to be averaged over 50
timesteps. Tthe speed increases at the end, which shows
the need for disabling buoyancy in the degassing phase.

(b) Histogram of the velocity distribution shows a Gaussian like shape with the smaller peak owing to the speed
during the degassing phase.

Figure 6.3: Characteristics of a bubble’s rising speed.

Figure 6.4: Resulting rising speed when using the PI-controller described in section
3.3.2 with a target speed 1.0 m/s
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Figure 6.5: An air bubble performs "wobbly" horizontal movements especially before
reaching the surface, an effect that is also seen in experiments such as e.g. [Meister
and Rauch, 2015].

6.2

Effects of a Rigid Bubble

One might ask the question, if it is not sufficient to just push boundary particles
through the tank with a prescribed speed to obtain the mixing effects. This section
resolves this question by looking at the results presented in fig. 6.6. It can be seen that
influence by the boundary particles is only very local and thus no global vorticity field
can develops. This is due to the fact that the forces exerted by the moving boundary
particles are not strong enough to push the water particles to the top because they
rather slide to the side.

Figure 6.6: Velocity field caused by rigid boundary particles that move reperatedly
through the tank at speed v = 1.5 m/s. The influence is very local and no global
vorticity is created even if the simulation is adavanced to the shown time t = 216 s.
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Enforced Mixing

In certain wastewater treatment plants, circulation is evoked by using mechanical stirrers. Therefore modelling a stirrer with moving boundary particles was attempted
first. However, this approach suffers from drawbacks. Firstly, the physical stirrer is
positioned in the horizontal plane in order to increase the rising velocity but as the
simulation is reduced to two dimensions, the underlying physics can never be modelled exactly. Secondly, the movement of boundary particles inside a liquid poses
requirements on the time step that is needed to keep the simulation stable thus increases the computational cost. Thirdly, the quality of the results highly depends on
the chosen resolution and as locally varying resolution for SPH is still in its infancy,
the computational burden makes this method not suitable for practical problems.
As a result of that, the idea is coined to enforce the evolution of the expected results by
adding additional acceleration to the particles. To enhance the method, the additional
acceleration is calculated by comparing the actual rising velocity in z-direction to a
targeted velocity and adding then a multiple of this difference. This approach is
simply a so called proportional-controller, but with the difference that it is applied
locally for each particle in a defined, rectangular region. To allow for a smooth velocity
field outside this defined region, the targeted velocity decreases from the centre to the
border.
It is found that a good proportionality constant of the controller is 20 and the defined
rectangle is positioned in the centre of the tank. The results are depicted in Fig. 6.7
and show that two vortices are created even although only one rectangular region is
defined in the middle of the tank. This experiment shows that the origin of the global
vorticity in fig. 6.1 is really due to the fact that the coupling pushes the water particles
literally to the top.
It might seem to be not very physical, but if later research on the biokinetic coupling
of SPH shows that the modelling of the mixing effect can be relaxed, then it could be
possible to combine this controler model with the concept of moving rigid air particles
as presented in section 6.6. This would allow to further reduce the computational cost
by a very crude reduction of the physics.
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Figure 6.7: The vorticity profile is enforced by using a P-controller defined on a
rectangular area in the centre of the tank. The left and right borders of the latter area
can easily be identified because they form the centre of the two vortices. Time t = 4 s.
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Conclusion
A method is presented to model the mixing effect caused by rising bubbles in a tank
with Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) while the computational expense is
kept low. The objective is met by calculating each phase separately and accounting for
their interaction with a novel coupling. This approach is the key to keep the resolution
and thus the computational demand as low as possible because the simulation of an
air bubble using existing SPH methods demands a high resolution in order to retain
a regular particle distribution. The used heuristic to couple the phases might lack
physical accuracy when applied solely rising air bubble at high resolution but its
success lies in the idea of modelling the effects of a bubble swarm rather than one
bubble. It is shown that especially this slightly unphysical strength of the force acting
on the liquid phase is a unique property that makes it is possible to simulate the
large scale effect of a small scale cause that cannot be resolved in full detail without
additional computational expense. It is furthermore demonstrated that the simple
model of moving boundary particles through a tank itself is clearly not sufficient to
account for the mixing effects. To understand the cause that leads to the mixing effect
of the presented coupling, a controller is presented that simulates the effects of a
mechanical stirrer.
Moreover it is shown that the long-time stability of a tank can be enhanced by an
order of magnitude. This outcome is as crucial as the presented multiphase algorithm
because it is shown that the inaccuracies in a tank simulation destroy the mixing effect
if the proposed improvements are not applied.
A significant speed up of simulations is realized by applying a refinement procedure
to air particles that works well with the proposed multiphase algorithm. This is surprising as the use of refined particles causes stability problems when using traditional
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multiphase methods.
The last bits of the puzzle to model aeration in wastewater treatment plant, are solved
by the presented multiphase-inflow and degassing algorithm and thus the overall
research outcome is truly successful.

7.1

Outlook

Future research needs to investigate if the presented method to simulate bubble induced mixing is accurate enough to correctly describe the evolution of biokinetic compounds inside a wastewater treatment plant once a local biokinetic coupling is used,
which is still subject to ongoing research and a topic of its own. If the method turns
out be sufficiently accurate then it would be possible to reduce the computational
demand even further by combining the presented stirrer model with the concept of
moving boundary particles as rigid bubbles through the tank.
With regards to the presented methods, the physical correctness of the coupling can be
improved but first attempts to do so, failed. Nonetheless, this quest only needs to be
continued if the method turns out to be too inaccurate when applying the biokinetic
coupling.
An open question for the future is the scaling of the physical simulation time as the
biokinetic reactions occurring in wastewater treatment plants are slow and can take
several days. However, it is outlined how the proposed density correction, which
improves the long time stability of a tank, can be advanced to higher orders in return
for a higher computational expense to allow for even longer simulation times.
The first step in using adaptive resolution by refining the air particles is done. To tap
the full potential, the possibility of refining and merging water particles needs to be
researched further as the capability with the future biokinetic coupling might give rise
to problems.
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Abbreviations

CFL

Courant Friedrichs Lewy (condition)

EOS

Equation Of State

MLS

Moving Least Squares

SPH

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

SPHERIC

SPH European Research Interest Community

WCSPH

Weakly Compressible Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

Physical Constants

Polytropic coefficient of air
Polytropic coefficient of water
Viscosity of air
Viscosity of water
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γair

=

1.7

γwater

=

7.0

νair

=

5·10−5 m2 /s

νwater

=

10−6 m2 /s

Symbols

c

Artificial speed of sound in WCSPH

g

Gravitational force

h

Smoothing length

m

Mass

p

Pressure

t

Time

v

Velocity vector

V

Volume

x

Position vector

γ

Polytropic coefficient

ρ

Density

ν

Kinematic Viscosity

µ

Dynamic Viscosity
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Appendix A
SPHERIC Conference Abstract
The following abstract was submitted as an application for the annual upcoming international conference organized by the SPH European Research Interest Community
(SPHERIC) and is probably the most important conference for researchers in the field
of SPH. Attempts were made by other members of the Unit of Environmental Engineering at the University of Innsbruck in the current and past years but their abstracts
were all rejected. However, this abstract was considered to be suitable and was accepted for a full publication and a presentation at the upcoming SPHERIC conference
in Parma (Italy) from 16 to 18 June. "The quality of the abstracts was assessed using
averaged ratings for 3 equally important categories, i.e. (1) novelty, (2) applicability &
impact and (3) predictive accuracy & predictive improvements over the state-of-theart. The abstract was reviewed by at least three experts."1 As the notification was given
not until 16 March 2015, the full-paper is currently work in progress.

1 Source:

SPHERIC-2015 Homepage: http://www.spheric2015.unipr.it/
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We present improved methods for the minimization of the refinement error that is introduced when splitting particles.
Adaptivity is one of the four grand challenges set by the SPHERIC community and is discussed additionally in more detail by
a keynote and a discussion panel at the upcoming conference. Thus it is of utmost importance to study different kinds of errors
that are introduced in the refinement process. For the first time, the error of the density summation and the kernel gradient are
optimized in such a way that a curve can be calculated to find their combined error minimum. Moreover, it shown that the
results obtained from previous research can be optimized further and the parameter space can be simplified. This is mainly due
to the fact that we fix only one certain parameter whilst optimizing the other rather than scanning through the whole search
space.
Existing methods to achieve variable resolution in SPH methods are based on e.g. a particle insertion/removal technique
[2]. However, recent developments suggest to use a splitting and coalescing scheme [1]. Thus the kernel of a split particle
is approximated by the kernels of its daughter particles, which leads to a refinement error. In order to allow for a direct
comparison of results from previous publications such as [1] and [3], the cubic kernel and the hexagonal refinement pattern
are used. The refinement error is measured inPthe L2 norm and the kernel error is referred to the particle splitting error when
using the standard density summation ρi = j mj Wj . The refinement parameters α and  denote the scaling of the refined
particle’s smoothing length h̃ = αh and the relative distance between the daughter particles in relation to the smoothing length
h as described in [3]. A validation is performed by testing against the results given in [3].
One of our significant findings is shown in Fig. 1. We improved the refinement error of the kernel as the smallest reported
value for this specific kernel splitting was by today 1.76 × 10−5 [3]. Apart from that our analysis takes the error of the gradient
into account as well. In order to achieve the best results and avoid being trapped in local minima, the optimal refinement
parameter α for a fixed  and a uniform mass distribution is determined. This allows also to find a range of possible values
for α for a small combined error of the kernel and its gradient. Present results show that it is not necessary to optimize the
mass distribution of the refined particles to gain small refinement errors. The benefits of the current analysis result in a simpler
refinement handling as only one parameter has to be chosen instead of two or three parameters. This parameter is the relative
distance  between the daughter particles, which has to be chosen according to the stability requirements of the SPH algorithm
used.
Current research investigates the behaviour for different splitting schemes and kernels. The application to a bubble swarm
problem in wastewater treatment is also subject to ongoing research and besides that a realization of inflow into a hydrodynamic
tank from the bottom is described for the first time.

(a) The optimal refinement α has be chosen differently for the kernel
and gradient in order to achieve the best results as shown on the left in
Fig. 1(a)
Fig. 1.
kernel.

(b) Refinement error in the L2 norm for the optimised parameter α()
shown in Fig. 1(a)

Optimized refinement parameters and their corresponding error for the hexagonal splitting pattern with uniform mass distribution using the cubic
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Appendix B
IAHR Conference Paper
The following paper was co-authored and accepted for publication after review at the
36-th upcoming world-congress by the International Association for Hydro-Environment
Engineering and Research (IAHR), which will take place in Delft (the Netherlands)
from 28 June to 3 July 2015. It contains the presented multiphase algorithm described
in chapter 3 and the simple stirrer model from section 6.3. Overall it is a good introduction to the use of SPH in Environmental Engineering and the biokinetic coupling.
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ABSTRACT
In this work a novel wastewater treatment model based on smoothed particle hydrodynamics is proposed. To account for
the biokinetic processes the activated sludge model (ASM) number 1 is used. Since the local hydrodynamics are
neglected in the original model, ASM1 is coupled to the wastewater hydraulics, which are simulated with weakly
compressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics. In the aerobic reactor the stirrer induced mixing of the biokinetic
compounds is modelled with external forces. In the anoxic reactor the bubble induced mixing is described by a novel multifluid formulation, which allows for resolving the collective movement of rising air bubbles at a coarse resolution of 4 to 8
SPH particles per bubble. With the new algorithm the simulation times of biokinetic processes can be attained and hence
we present results for a full scale treatment plant simulation conducted with the coupled solver.
Keywords: activated sludge model, CFD in wastewater treatment, smoothed particle hydrodynamics, wastewater hydraulics
1.

INTRODUCTION

In wastewater treatment contaminated water is biologically converted by biokinetic processes. Whilst the sequence of
these processes is well-described by the series of activated sludge models (ASM) summarized in Henze et al. (2000),
these models neglect the influence of the local hydrodynamics on the biokinetics. The hydraulics of the treatment plant,
however, are important since the bacteria that clean the sewage have to be supplied with oxygen. Furthermore, efficient
biological treatment requires the continuous mixing of the biokinetic compounds as well as the retention of the target
concentrations of autotrophic and heterotrophic bacteria.
A breakthrough in the modelling of wastewater hydraulics is obtained by the application of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) methods (Larsen, 1977). Since multiphase flow simulations (Gresch et al., 2011) can be coupled to biokinetic
models (Le Moullec et al., 2010; Sobremisana et al., 2011), CFD is a promising tool for wastewater treatment simulations
– especially for modelling dynamic inflows and variations in the contamination (Laurent et al., 2014).In this work the
meshless fully Lagrangian smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method is applied as a CFD tool to a full-scale
treatment plant simulation.
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) was independently developed by Gingolds and Monaghan (1977) and Lucy
(1977) as a novel numerical technique to solve hydrodynamic equations in astrophysics. It is a fully Lagrangian meshless
method that by today has been applied to a wide range of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) problems, some of which
are tsunami modelling and volcanology. The advantages of SPH are the exact treatment of advection due to its
Lagrangian nature and the ability to incorporate fundamental physical conservation laws of properties such as energy,
linear and angular momentum.
Despite the fact that SPH is computationally more expensive than mesh-based CFD methods, for the application in
wastewater treatment it is the method of choice as its simple and robust formulation facilitates the incorporation of
biokinetic models. Furthermore, SPH intrinsically supports free surface (Monaghan, 2005) and multiphase flows
(Colagrossi and Landrini, 2003). If SPH particles are assigned biokinetic concentrations, these compounds are transported
with the flow which allows for a local coupling between the biokinetics and wastewater hydraulics. Both models can be
simultaneously solved for non-stationary flow conditions.
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2.

METHODS
2.1 Principles of SPH

As outlined in the introduction smoothed particle hydrodynamics is a Lagrangian particle method and its fundamental
interpolation principle is given by Eq. [1], where m𝑗 and 𝜌𝑗 denote mass and density of particle 𝑗:
𝐴𝑖 ≈ ∫ 𝐴(𝒓)𝑊(𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓, ℎ)𝐝𝒓 ≈ ∑𝑗

m𝑗
𝜌𝑗

𝐴𝑗 𝑊(𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒋 , ℎ)

[1]

The latter formula expresses a field variables value 𝐴𝑖 at point 𝒓𝒊 as a sum of the surrounding particles and itself, weighted
by a normalized Gaussian-like function 𝑊, which is referred to as the kernel and has a compact support of ℎ. Thus a
property such as e.g. the density of a particle is not just given by the value that the particle itself carries but further
controlled by its neighbors. Based on Eq. [1] various expressions for differential operators can be derived to allow for the
discretization in space. Hence a partial differential equation such as e.g. the Navier-Stokes equation is split into an
ordinary differential equation for each particle, which can then be easily integrated in time. In order to close the set of
hydrodynamic equations and enforce incompressibility, the pressure can either be calculated by solving a pressurePoisson equation or a stiff equation of state. We use the latter approach, which is referred to as weakly compressible SPH
because it allows to relax the incompressibility criterion and therefore can be computationally less expensive. However,
this strategy introduces an unphysical speed of sound and requires a damping of external forces such as gravity at the
start of a simulation.
2.2 Present Multi-Fluid Formulation
Multiphase flow is ubiquitous but still challenging for SPH, albeit it is intrinsically supported by the method itself. In a
nutshell, the standard SPH formulation can handle density ratios of up to 1:10, but a further increase causes stability
issues at the phase interface. Therefore, in order to handle higher density ratios, the algorithm has to be adapted. The
cause of instability is the density discontinuity between the phases resulting in a high pressure gradient that is quite
erroneous as the pressure is non-linearly related to the density. Possible modifications include e.g. the introduction of an
artificial repulsion term between different phases to avoid the instability (Monaghan, 2013) or the application of multiple
corrections at the interface (Colagrossi et al., 2003). However, all these modifications do not tackle the origin of the
instability and therefore only suppress the instability. Apart from that the computational demand is increased and a higher
resolution is required.
The present approach taken is to compromise the detailed physics and resolve the instability issue by calculating each
phase separately. The forces acting on an air bubble are well understood, however , in our application it is of utmost
importance to account for the induced mixing by the rising air bubble as well. Hence a rigid air particle will not be sufficient
and a two-way coupling between the phases is needed. Making such a coupling physically correct is difficult as the
particles miss the hydrodynamic pressure from the other phase near the interface. Therefore, the forces between the
phases have to be much higher than just the physical drag forces in order to keep the flow immiscible and prevent the
water particles from penetrating the air bubble. Our coupling is based on the difference in velocity and position via an
artificial viscosity term Πij that is used for stabilization in SPH and is a modified version of the algorithm by Ihmsen et al.
(2011).The coupling force on the i-th particle is given by Eq. [2]

𝑭𝒊 = 𝑚𝑖 ∑j

𝑚𝑗 |𝒙𝒊 −𝒙𝒋 | 𝑐 𝑘
𝜌𝑖 +𝜌𝑗

Πij ∇i W(𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒋 , ℎ) Πij ≔

(𝒗𝒊 −𝒗𝒋 ) ∙ (𝒙𝒊 −𝒙𝒋 )
2

|𝒙𝒊 −𝒙𝒋 | +0.01ℎ2

,

[2]

where c denotes the speed of sound of the other phase, k is an empirical factor and the sum is only taken over
neighbouring particles that approach the i-th particle, i.e. (𝒗𝒊 − 𝒗𝒋 ) ∙ (𝒙𝒊 − 𝒙𝒋 ) < 0. This approach is a heuristic method
and is only designed to simulate small air bubbles with 4 to 20 SPH particles. An important feature of the present coupling
is the inclusion of buoyancy forces and thus makes a realization of air-inflow at the bottom of a tank possible, which fails
when using traditional SPH methods as the boundary does not provide the pressure needed for buoyancy. However, care
must be taken in handling the inflow as the unsteady introduction of new particles would produce a pressure wave that is
big enough to destroy the whole fluid structure and thus the simulation. Therefore a line segment of 4 boundary particles is
first pushed into the reactor with a user defined inflow speed until it is completely immersed in the reactor region. Only
then the particles of the latter line segment are converted into air-particles but their pressure force is damped at first during
a short transition time.
2.3 Biokinetic Model
Biological wastewater treatment is controlled by the sequence of biokinetic processes such that bacteria convert the
sewage. Thereby activated sludge, which has to be retained in the treatment plant for 10 to 15 days, accumulates. The
evolution of the biokinetic compounds such as heterotrophic bacteria, soluble oxygen and substrate, are well described by
the activated sludge model (ASM) number 1 firstly proposed by Henze et al. (1987) and later republished in (Henze et al.,
2000). In ASM1, however, the description of the local hydrodynamics is neglected. A simplified approach to include the
wastewater hydraulics is to define a series of connected continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTRs) (Levenspiel et al.,
1972). Thereby the biokinetic compounds within each reactor are assumed to be fully mixed at all times, whereas inbetween the reactors the biokinetic compounds are evolved as follows:
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d𝑪
d𝑡

= (𝑪𝑖𝑛 − 𝑪𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

𝑄𝑖𝑛 (𝑡)
𝑉

[3]

In Eq. [3] 𝑪𝑖𝑛 and 𝑪𝑜𝑢𝑡 denote a reactor’s in- and effluent concentration. If the reaction rate R is added to Eq. [3], which is
determined by the ASM1 model, the biokinetic model is linked to the reactor hydraulics.
In the present work ASM1 is supplemented by a detailed SPH simulation of the wastewater hydraulics, where 2 CSTRs
are used. Flow rates and volumes are computed with SPH and inserted into Eq. [3] to evolve the biokinetics. The mixing of
the reactors, which depending on the reactor characteristics is either induced by mechanical stirrers or rising air bubbles,
is included in the SPH model as well.

3.

RESULTS

Exemplarily we compute the wastewater hydraulics and the evolution of the biokinetic compounds for a full scale treatment
plant in 2D. In sections 3.1 and 3.2 the stirrer and bubble induced hydraulics of reactor 1 and 2 are discussed. In section
3.3 the results of the full scale treatment plant simulation, where ASM1 and the SPH hydraulics are simultaneously solved,
are shown.
3.1 Anoxic Reactor Hydraulics
In the first reactor the process of denitrification, i.e. the reduction of nitrate to molecular nitrogen, occurs. This biokinetic
process requires anoxic conditions and a continuous mixing of the reactor. In wastewater treatment plants the mixing is
induced by mechanical stirrers, which can be modelled by moving SPH wall particles. Based on the concept of imposing a
force balance between fluid and wall particles (Adami et al., 2012), we evaluated implementing mechanical stirrers. Whilst
this works well for a small scale simulation at a high resolution, the strong forces acting on the stirrer and numerical errors
cause this approach to fail in practice. For the application in wastewater treatment we model the effects of two large
mechanical stirrers by applying external forces instead of using the moving wall particles concept to ensure long-time
stability of the simulation at a coarse resolution. The former approach makes sense since we are only interested in the
impact on the velocity field caused by the stirrer.

Figure 1. Stirrer induced mixing in the anoxic reactor. The colour map shows the pressure distribution ranging from 0 to 1 bar.

Figure 1 visualizes the velocity field resulting from two large stirrers. The external flow field is prescribed on a defined
rectangular area. Instead of continuously driving the flow field a proportional control system applies external forces which
are dynamically controlled by comparing the actual to the target velocities. Supplemented by the fully mixed reactor
conditions, all prerequisites for a simultaneous simulation of the SPH hydraulics and the biokinetic processes are fulfilled.
3.2 Aerobic Reactor Hydraulics
In the second reactor aerobic conditions are required to facilitate the process of nitrification, i.e. the biological oxidation of
ammonium via nitrite to nitrate. Apart from the mixing of the biokinetic compounds oxygen has to be supplied for this
process. Aeration with small air bubbles sufficiently mixes the reactor and covers the oxygen demand. Whilst conventional
SPH is capable of resolving a single bubble in detail, it requires a high resolution of about 10,000 particles per bubble (see
e.g. Meister and Rauch, 2014). Furthermore simulating swarms of bubbles still remains an unsolved problem.
For the application in wastewater treatment it is essential to reduce the computational demand such that the time scales of
biokinetic processes which range up to several days can be reached. Despite the increasing use of GPU computing
(e.g.Herault et al., 2010), these time scales are only attained if the resolution is significantly reduced. As outlined in section
2.2 we developed a novel SPH algorithm such that the densities of the liquid and gaseous phase are computed
separately. Coupled forces account for the interaction. Since the intrinsic instability of SPH occurring for high density
ratiosbetween the phases is avoided, the resolution can be reduced to 4 SPH particles per bubble.
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Figure 2. Bubble induced mixing in the second reactor which has aerobic conditions

In Figure 2 the bubble induced mixing in the aerobic reactor is shown. Water particles are displayed in green and air
particles in red colour. At this coarse resolution 4 to 8 particles per bubble with a sampling distance of 15 centimeters are
used. Even though the bubble sizes in the model are significantly larger than their physical sizes, the rising velocities are
identical since we scale the characteristics to physically correct values. The approach taken is essential to reach the
simulation times required for the modelling of the biokinetics. The present formulation is tailored to the application in
wastewater treatment where it is important to quantify aerobic zones within the reactor and the coarse reactor mixing
induced by the rising bubbles.
3.3 Treatment Plant Simulation
Following the description of the hydraulics we proceed to discussing the full scale treatment plant simulation. For this
purpose the biokinetics and the wastewater hydraulics are simultaneously solved. The characteristics of the biokinetic
model ASM1, which is included in the self-developed SPH code, are briefly summarized in section 2.1. The hydraulics, i.e.
the reactor flow rates and volumes are computed with SPH and then passed on to the biokinetic solver. We are currently
working on establishing a local coupling between SPH and ASM1, which is based on the accumulation of bacteria
(activated sludge) and on the amount of dissolved oxygen. Since SPH conserves mass exactly, it is challenging to include
the biokinetic growth and death processes in the numerical simulation.
Table 1. Specifications of the wastewater treatment plant
𝐦𝟑

𝐠

Reactor

height [𝐦]

length[𝐦]

volume V [𝐦𝟑 ]

inflow [ ]

oxygen [ 𝟑 ]

1
2

7.75

15.5

6.86

25.5

120
175

700
700

0
2

𝐝

𝐦

In Table 1 the specifications of the full scale treatment plant are summarized. The mechanically pre-treated wastewater
flows into the anoxic reactor, which has an oxygen set point of 0 g/m³ such that pre-denitrification occurs. The wastewater
is subsequently pumped to the aerobic reactor, which has an oxygen setpoint of 2 g/m³. For a constant inflow rate of
Qin = 700 m³/d twice the flow rate is internally recirculated from reactor 2 to 1. A point settler with a sludge retention time of
12 days is applied as a secondary clarifier model.

Figure 3. Evolution of representative biokinetic concentrations over a 2 day period
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Figure 3 depicts the evolution of important biokinetic concentrations for a 2 day simulation. The concentration of the
biokinetic compounds and the corresponding wastewater influent concentrations are initialized with the standard values of
ASM1 as summarized by Henze et al. (2000). Following transient states at the beginning the evolution of the biokinetic
compounds confirms the successful operation of the treatment plant. After 2 days the effluent concentrations of the soluble
substrate, ammonium and nitrate are 2.06, 0.47 and 9.48 g/m³. The computed biokinetic concentrations are in close
agreement with reference data from the original ASM1 model.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we present a wastewater treatment model based on smoothed particle hydrodynamics. We couple SPH to the
activated sludge model number 1, which accounts for the sequence of the biokinetic processes in biological wastewater
treatment. To reach the required simulation times a novel multi-fluid SPH algorithm which supports high density ratios is
developed. Since only a small number of SPH particles per air bubble are required, the full-scale reactor hydraulics can be
modelled. For anoxic reactor conditions the mixing of the biokinetic compounds is driven by mechanical stirrers. The
capabilities of the coupled solver are demonstrated for a full scale treatment plant simulation.
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